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Joseph Anthony Garcia was born in Dewitt, Iowa, August 12, 1953. Joe and his 

wife Cindy started dating the last week of high school, got married August 11, 

1973 and currently live in the country near Sturgeon, Missouri on 27 acres with 

their animals. Joe received a Business Degree with a major in accounting from the 

University of Iowa and got his first job as an accountant, but has spent the majority 

of his employed life in software, both as a developer and as a consultant. Joe’s 

immediate family consists of his wife and himself, a cat and 5 horses. He comes 

from a large family that had 9 kids. Joe actually started lifting back in the late 70’s 



when he was a policeman. As part of getting into shape, he got involved with the 

USAWA in 1987 when he was at a customer’s location and looked out the window 

and saw a small sign that read ‘Clark’s Championship Gym’. Joe said, “I went over 

and met Bill, joined the gym and have been a member of both the gym and the 

USAWA since that time.” Joe has been involved with some sport ever since he was 

a little kid, from baseball to track, basketball and football in high school, rugby in 

college, boxing as a cop, and finally Taekwondo in the early eighties, where he 

received a second degree black belt. Now days, he coaches boxing, lifts and 

competes in Cowboy Mounted Shooting. When asked who was responsible for 

getting him involved in all-round weightlifting, Joe replied, “Bill Clark introduced 

me to the USAWA and I would have to say he is responsible for my having 

accomplished what I have in the sport.” 

Joe lifts both at Clark’s gym and at home. Joe has been the USAWA Record 

Keeper since the start of the USAWA and still holds that position. Joe was also 

responsible for designing and starting the USAWA website in the mid 90’s. He has 

been an official at many meets over the years. Bill and Joe have promoted three 

USAWA National Championships in Columbia, Missouri (1995, 1997, 2001). He 

has also helped Bill put on numerous meets at the gym. Joe’s favorite lifts are the 

big bar lifts, and when asked if there was any record he was the most proud of, he 

replied, “I would have to say my record of 1910 pounds in the Hand and Thigh Lift 

is the one I am most proud of.” Joe’s record in the Hand and Thigh of 1910 

pounds, which was set in 1997, remains the top Hand and Thigh Lift in history. Joe 

competed in the first World meet which was held in England, and has competed in 

several World Championships and National Championships since. Joe has placed 

in the Top Ten Overall in 10 National Championships, with three third place 

finishes overall in 2001, 1997, and 1988. He was the top overall Master at the 

National Championships in 2006 and 2001. He has also won numerous age group 

Best Lifter Awards at the Nationals. Joe is one of very few lifters who have been 

with the USAWA from the very beginning who is still competing at the top level – 

as showed by his most recent placing of 4th overall at the 2009 National 

Championships. Joe is always helping out new lifters at meets and has done 

numerous things through the years to promote the USAWA. Joe Garcia sets the 

standard that all future Hall of Famers should aspire for. 


